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During 1985 the Swedish Natural Science Research Council (NFR)

will conduct an evaluation of the Swedish research activites in

the field of Atomic and Molecular Physics. The scientific evalua-

tion will be performed by an international group of prominent

physicists. Groups being evaluated are requested to present back-

ground material on their research according to a list focusing on

11 aspects. The present report provides this material for the

Atomic Physics Group at Lund Institute of Technology (LTH). In

January 1980 the principal investigator transferred his research

activities from Chalmers University of Technology (CTH), Göteborg

to LTH following his appointment to the chair of atomic physics

at LTH. Although material reaching back beyond 1980 is requested

in the instructions, it seems natural to limit the description to

activ: • ..'S in Lund. For completeness a publication list for the

year-- )"Q and 1979 at CTH is included.

The t. : nic physics program discussed in this report forms the

bas.- L'OT a large applied laser spectroscopy program pursued

wif. . our section of the Physics Department. Successively, pro-

jec on atmospheric remote sensing, combustion diagnostics, in-

dui\-ial laser applications and medical diagnostic spectroscopy

have emerged from this program. The funding for these applied

act.'.-ites now much exceeds that of the fundamental research. How-

ever it is our belief that applied work must be supported by a

strc ;g basic activity. An adequate support from NFR is most es-

sential for maintaining this situation and for keeping a reason-

able balance between the basic research and the better funded

applied work.

Atomic physics has a long tradition in Lund. Emission spectro-

scopy and term analysis has been a Lund speciality for many

years. The former division head, Prof. Lennart Minnhagen, built

up a 3trong activity in this field at LTH, which is now carried

on by Doc. Willy Persson. The close connection between the laser-

based atomic physics work and the classical spectroscopic work at

LTH as well as the good scientific relations with Professor I.
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Martinsson's atomic spectroscopy group at the Physics Department

are very favourable boundary conditions for the activities desc-

ribed in this report.

Our basic atomic laser spectroscopy program aims at reaching an

increased understanding of the structure and dynamics of free

atomo by performing accurate experiments and comparing the res-

ults with theoretical calculations. The results also have rele-

vance to astrophysics, plasma- and laser physics. Pure electronic

shell quantities such as Lande gj factors, Stark polar izabilites

aQ and o^ , and natural radiative lifetimes x are measured but

also electronic-shell - nucleus interactions constants for magne-

tic dipole (a) and electric quadrupole interactions (b) as well

as isotopic shifts Ao. Our group has an unusually large number of

spectroscopy techniques established and available, making it pos-

sible to choose the "best" technique for a particular investia-

tion. We work in the frequency domain employing techniques such

as collimated-beam spectroscopy, saturation spectroscopy, (pola-

rization spectroscopy, intermodulated fluorescence or optogalva-

nic spectroscopy, POLINEX), two-photon spectroscopy, optical

double resonance and level - crossing spectroscopy. In the time

domain we use transient digitizing, boxcar, delayed-concidence

(PUMOLS) and phase-shift techniques for measuring natural radia-

tive lifetimes and structures (quantum-beat spectroscopy).

On the theoretical side our program is benefitting from coopera-

tion with the Göteborg group (I. Lindgren, A. Rosén) what regards

many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) and self-consistent-field

(SCF) techniques (HF, HFS etc) and with the Orsay group (M.

Aymar) what regards multichannel quaatum defect theory (MQDT). A

particularly valuable development is our rapidly growing in-house

theoretical capability through the remarkable achievements of FK

C,-G. Wahlström, who is now mastering MBPT (Lindgren), configura-

tion interaction CI (Cowan) and mu 11 i con f i gurat ion Hi- (Froese
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Fisher) programs on the Physics Department computer system (ND)

ana is providing a direct theoretical interaction that has al-

ready proved very fruitful on many occasions.

Our program has been focussed on four areas: studies of Group

II1A atoms (Al, Ga, In), studies of alkaline earth atoms (Mg, Ca,

Sr, Ba), spectroscopy on discharges, that make inert gases (Ne)

refactory elements (Mo, V) and ions (Mo+,Ta+) available for in-

vestigations, and investigations of light non-metallic atoms such

as 0. We will describe our accomplishments at LTH during the pe-

riod 1980 - 1985 below under four headings and will also discuss

technical developments. Complete reference lists are given. "A"

references are regular published papers in refereed journals (A

selection of the 10 most relevant papers is made by a (*) nark).

"B" references are other published papers or PhD theses. "C" pa-

pers describe work performed by members of our group visiting

other laboratories. "D" references are conference contributions

found in Abstract books, while "E" references are Diploma papers.

Finally, regular papers published as a result of the work of the

laser spectoscopy group at CTH during 1978 and 1979 is given in

the "F" list.

The Group IIIA atoms Al.Ga, In and Tl have three electrons out-

side closed shells. However, two of these form a closed s-shell

and thus the spectra have resemblances to those of alkali atoms.

The alkali atoms have been of great importance in the development

of laser spectroscopic techniques and have served as a very suit-

able testing ground for comparisons between theory and experi-

ments. The alkali atoms can now in many respects be considered as

well understood. In order to extend measurements' performed at CTH

and for establishing the quantum beat spectroscopy (QBS) method

in Lund an investigation of the hfs in the 7 - 9 2 P Q / 2 states in

^ ̂  N a was performed (A1) yielding an .expected agreement with the

theoretical expectations. Because of the presence of the two

outer s-electrons in the group 11 IA elements, states can be

formed by exciting one of these electrons and configuration

interaction with the normal alkali-like- configurations can bo
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important. Clearly, this group of atoms thus provides a very

suitable area of moderately increased complexity for theoretical

calculations. Experimentally they have been little studied with

respect to lifetimes, hfs etc. Around 1970 a few low-lying states

were investigated by P. Zimmermannn in Berlin using level-cros-

sing (LC) spectroscopy. The knowledge of the basic energy-level

structure of the Group IIIA elements has been greatly improved

through the work of Dr A. Dönszelmanns group in Amsterdam parallel

with our work. Our investigations have mainly concerned lifetimes

and hfs in Rydberg sequences and has very much augmented the

available data set.

Our first experiment on group IIIA atoms was a measurement of the

hyperfine structure in the 8 2Po/2 and 2p-|/2 states of 1 l^In

(A2). Step-wise excitation from the metastable 5p ^ 3 / 2 state via

the shortlived 6s Si/2 state was performed. In the second exci-

tation step a single-mode dye laser was used irradiating an

atomic beam at right angles. In a simplified theroretical analy-

sis considering core polarization effects only, good consistency

between radial parameters, derived from hfs corrected for core

polarization, and from the fine structure, was obtained for the

excited state as well as for the ground state. Also, the quadru-

pole moment comes out consistently. The measurements have been

extended to the 7 2 P 3 / 2 and 2P-[/2 states (A3). For 63, 6 5Ga the

signs of the interaction constants for the 6 Pa/2'1/2 states and

the isotope shift in the 5 2 si/2 " 6 2p3/2>1/2 G a l i n e s were

determined (A4). In addition, the lifetimes of the 2P-states were

determined using the PUMOLS (PUlse Modulated Laser Spectroscopy)

technique, in which the second-excitation-step CW laser was

pulse-modulated acousto-optically and emitted photons were recor-

ded with the delayed-coincidence technique. An analysis of the

hyperfine structure yielded conclusions similar to those drawn

for In. Also for 'Al, hfs measurements using the same techniques

as for Ga and In were performed. However, in the 4 2 si/2 " ^

P3/2 transistion only the S-state hfs was resolved (A5). A

dipole interaction constant in reasonable agreement with the

result of an optimized Hartree-Fock-3tater calculation was obtai-

ned. From a technical point of view it is interesting to note

that the first-step excitation wavelength was 3944A, which could

be achieved using polypnenyl dye and 4-5 W UV pumping. Using the
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6 2 S 1 / 2 state as an intermediate level the 5 2 pi/2 A 1 state was

measured with similar techniques (A3). In Ref. A3 an extensive

analysis of the hfs data for low-lying P states in Al, Ga and In

is made. The semiempirical method discussed above was used yiel-

ding consistent values for the quadrupole moment from the diffe-

rent states. MBPT calculations including polarization effects to

all orders but still excluding correlation effects yielded poor

numerical agreement but reproduced the correct trends. For hyper-

fine-structure splittings smaller than those obtained for the

lower states just discussed, quantum-beat spectroscopy is a more

accurate experimental technique, since the precision in measure-

ments is only limited by the finite lifetime of the investigated

state, rather than by the short intermediate-state lifetime.

Radiofrequency spectroscopy has the same feature and this method

in combination with the short wavelength of pulsed dye lasers

will also be used in our continuing program. Utilizing the quan-

tum-beat method the hfs constants in the 3s2np 2Po/2 sequence of

^Al for n»6-12 were measured using step-wise pulsed excitation

(A6). The two dye lasers were pumped by a XeCl excimer laser and

the oscillating fluorescence decay was captured by a transient

digitizer. Using a semi-empirical approach consistent values of

the quadrupole moment were obtained from the different states.

The radiative lifetimes were found to scale with the square of

the effective principal quantum number. The P-states are very

longlived and might be vulnerable to black-body radiation ef-

fects. Lifetimes were also measured for the 3s2ns 2$y/2 (nSIO)

and 3s2nd 2Vc,/2 3/2 (n*11) sequences of aluminium (A7). UV exci-

tation was performed employing frequency doubling and Raman

shifting. The 2D sequence was found to be much more shortlived

than the P-sequence since it is affected by a non-localized

perturbing state (3s3p2 2 D ) , which through configuration inter-

action mixe3 into most levels of the sequence. In Ga hfs and

lifetimes in the 7-12 2 P 3 / 2 states were investigated using th<.

same method as for aluminium (A8). An extensive analysis of the

Ga p hfs using many-body theory including correlation effects

was performed. A good agreement with experimental results was

obtained. The 5s2ns 2 S 1 / 2 (nSiiO) and the 5s2nd 2^^/z,i/2 (nS20)

sequences in In have also been studied with regard to lifetimes

(A9). The S sequence is, as was also found for Al, unperturbed

whereas the D sequence is strongly influenced by the admixture of
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the autoionizing 5s5p^ ^D state. The two fine-structure compo-

nents have clearly different lifetimes. Lifetimes for the 5s5p2

P states were also measured and were found to be strongly J-

dependent, yielding information of the purity of the coupling.

Our Group IIIA work has been presented at a number of conferences

(B1 ,B2,D1-D6).

Rydberg sequences of the alkaline earth atoms have been extensi-

vely studied by laser spectroscopy methods in many laboratories

during the last few years. Work in this field was initiated by

the principal investigator already at CTH as a natural extension

of the alkali atom work. A delay was caused by the move to Lund

in early 1980, and many of the measurements leading to the papers

A10 and A17 were performed in Lund after the build up of the new

laboratories here.

The alkaline earth atoms have two electrons outside closed shells

and exhibit on the excitation of one of the s electrons singlet

and triplet states which basically should have smoothly varying

properties in Rydberg sequencies extending up towards the ioniza-

tion limit. However, because of the presence of doubly excited

states of the same parity, strong perturbations occur leading to

strong influences on the sequences. The perturbations are very

evident in the basic energy-level structure. This has been inves-

tigated by pulsed laser spectroscopy at moderate resolution.

Groups at Queens University/imperial College (Bradley et al.) ISM

Watson Labs (Armstrong, Esherick, Wynne) and Lund (Borgström,

Bockasten, Rubbmark) performed extensive measurements -of this

kind. Multi-chann.1 quantum defect theory (MQDT) (Seaton, Fano)

is well suited for describing perturbed sequences of this kind

and extensive analyses were performed by the IBM group and at

Orsay (Aymar et al.). However, energy level mixing does not only

show up as displacements of the basic energy levels. The radiati-

ve lifetimes in a Rydberg sequence is,expected to increase accor-

ding to a n 3 i a w b u t When a doubly excited state, which is

characterized by a short lifetime (-10 ns), mixes into a Rydberg

state with a typical lifetime in the ps regime, drastic reductions

in the Rydberg state lifetimes are observed. For the Ba 6snd 1 D 2
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sequence a very drastic effect occurs close to n»26 because of

the admixture of the 5d7d ^ 2 state. This phenomenon was already

observed at our measurements at CTH. However, at this time dis-

cussions on black-body radiation effects were just appearing in

the literature and accurate measurements for n-12-30 on a beam

shielded by a cooled enclosure were performed after the laborato-

ries were set up in Lund. Our paper A10 in this way was delayed

and appeared at the same time as similar reports by the SRI group

(Gallagher et al.) and the Orsay group (Aymar et al.). In our

work the weaker perturbation at n-11* due to the 5d7d 3p 2 state is

also evident.

Because of the large lifetime differences, lifetime measurements

are particularly well suited for probing the contents of doubly

excited states in the wavefunction. We used this approach also

for probing the 6sns S Q Ba sequence which is perturbed at n=i8

by the 5d7d 3pQ dOut>iy excited state (A11). An almost 10-fold

reduction in lifetime was observed and a MQDT description yielded

very satisfactory results. The measurements and the corresponding

analysis also resolved a controversy in the literature concerning

the proper level identifications. In the Sr 5snd 1 > 3 D 2 sequences

the perturbation caused by the ^d6s ^'^D2 state is more spread

out and influences the lifetimes in the region n>13, where a

strong singlet-triplet mixing occurs (A12).

Lifetime measurements in the 5snp *P-| (n«5-29) and 5snf 1F^

(n-4-11) sequences of Sr were also performed (A13) - The former

sequence is strongly perturbed around n-8 because of the presence

of the 4d5p 1 P 1 state, whereas a "normal" lifetime behaviour is

found for the latter sequence. However, at the lowest n values a

strong mixing with the 5d5p 1Fo level occurs. Since this pertur-

ber is particularly longlived it does not influence the 5snf ^ 3

1 i fet imes much.

For Ca lifetime measurements on the ^snp P-j sequence reflects

the perturbations by the 4p3d 1P 1 state for low n-values (A14).

An investigation of the 4p^ doubly excited Ca configuration was

performed using lifetime measurements as well as studies of the

Stark effect, that also probes elements of the electric dipole

operator (A15). In the same way as in most of the group IIA

measurements just described the PUMOLS technique employing two CW

laser systems was used. However, in the Ca work the phase-shift

technique was also established in connection with delayed-coinci -
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dence techniques. The close relationship between the latter

technique and normal lifetime evaluation techniques using pulse

deconvolution was emphasized. In some of the Ca and Sr measure-

ments, excitation from metastable states that were populated by

a discharge was used.

Magnesium^ being a very light group IIA atom, is very interesting

since accurate theoretical calculations can be performed. We have

performed lifetime measurements in the 3sns *SQ (n-t-15) and 3snd

D2 sequences of Mg (A16). An excimer-based laser system was used

for stepwise or two-photon excitations and transient digitizing

was used at the detection. Our experimental results were compared

with lifetimes that were calculated using oscillator strengths

computed by Froese Fisher using multi-configuration Hartree-Fock.

In the ^ 2 sequence the admixture of 3p2 1D 2 character into the

lower states leads to cancellations in the matrix elements for

radiative decay to the 3s3p 1P^ state, thus reducing the oscilla-

tor strength and increasing the lifetimes. An excellent agreement

between theory and experiment was obtained for the strongly

perturbed 'D2 sequence and also, more naturally , for the unper-

turbed ^SQ sequence.

As we have seen above, lifetime measurements are very powerful

for probing admixtures of doubly excited states. However, be-

sides studying the basic energy-level structure and lifetimes;

Zeeman-effect measurements can be very valuable for studying the

wavefunction composition. However, since all gj factors are of

the order of 1 all types of configurations are now on "equal

footing" in Zeeman probing. However, an important distinction is

that gj factors are sensitive to the phase-factor in MQDT theory,

whereas energy levels and lifetimes are not. A rather crude

measurement of gj factors in the singlet-triplet mixing region

around n»15 in the 5snd ^ >^D sequence of Sr was performed by

Wynne et al. For this particular case phase-factor problems were

not reveiled. However, in an extensive study of 'gj factors in the

6snd 1 f^D 2 (n-I2-30) Ba seouence including the 5d7d perturbers

around n»1U and 26 these so far disregarded considerations become

very manifest (A17) - The standard MQDT calculations showed gross

discrepancies and the importance of selecting the correct phase-

factor was realized. This investigation, reported jointly with M.

Aynar of the Laboratoire Aimé Cottony can probably be considered
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to be of major importance in the continuing development of MQDT.

Our experimental data were obtained in Zeeraan quantum-beat and

optical double resonance measurements yielding a good precision.

Hyperfine structure and isotope shifts, that for group II ele-

ments are much dominated by the presence of an unpaired s-elect-

ron, clearly also carries information on wavefunction mixing. Our

hfs and isotope shift measurements in the 6snd 1'^D 2 sequence of

Ba performed at LTH using step-wise CW excitation were among the

very first ones for Group II Rydberg states (A18).The completion and

publication of the measurements were delayed by experimental

difficulties in the new laboratory and many months extra were

lost since the paper was misplaced at the editorial office. The

lead in the hfs and IS field was instead given over to the Berlin

group (Matthias, Beigang, Rinneberg) who very completely have

performed a series of very beautiful experiments using mainly

two-photon excitation and thermionic detection in a heatpipe

oven; techniques that are better suited for this type of measure-

ments. The theoretical interpretation of the hfs and IS data for

Ba and the other group II elements has also been made by the

Berlin group emphasizing hyperfine-induced singlet-triplet mixing

and the importance of the sign of the MQDT bhase factor. Extensive vrork

in this field has also been performed by the Amsterdam group

(Hogervorst) and at Aimé Cotton. In our early paper (A18) strong

influences in both hfs and IS are observed at n-14. The n-26

region could not be reached with our techniques and only the wing

of the dispersion-shaped hfs resonance at n-26, later fully

described by Rinneberg et al, could be observed. Considering the

strong progress at Berlin, Amsterdam and Orsay we have not fur-

ther pursued hfs and IS measurements on group II elements in

Lund, but rather concentrated our efforts for these atoms on the

lifetime and gj studies discussed above', fields in which we have

been able to keep the lead.

As we have just discussed hfs and IS studies very sensitively

probe the presence of hyperfine-induced singlet-triplet mixing.

However, the phenomenon can also be observed in lifetime measure-

ments and we have just finished the first known isotopic depen-

dent lifetime measurements for different hyperfine components of

the 5si9d 1 • 3D states in Sr, for which a very strong mixing

occurs. These measurements became possible because of the unique

possibilities of the PUMOLS technique to combine a high spectral
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resolution with temporal resolution (within the Fourier limits!)

usipg single-mode dye lasers and acousto-optic pulse modulation.

The lifetimes of the 1 D 2 and 3 D , states differ by a factor of two

for the even isotopes that do not mix. The lifetimes of the

individual hyperfine components of the odd 'Sr isotope have

values varying between the singlet and triplet values of the even

isotopes, directly reflecting the degree of mixing. An excellent

agreement with our theoretical calculations was found. These new

results were presented in a post-deadline poster at the ECAMP II

Conference in Asmsterdam (D7) and will be submitted to Phys. Rev.

Lett. (A19).

Our research on group II elements have been presented at a number

of conferences (B3.D8-D11).

We are pursuing a program on spectroscopy on discharges in Lund

since discharge techniques make three otherwise difficult types

of atoms readily available for study: inert gases, refractory

elements and ions. In inart gases metastable states are formed

from which optical excitation can be performed, avoiding the

difficulty to optically bridge the large energy gap between the

ground state and the first excited state. For the refractory

elements normal oven techniques for forming atomic beams (as used

in all our work described above) are not adequate because of the

high temperatures that are required (special techniques do exist

as developed by the Bonn group (Penselin, Buttgenbach) and the

Göteborg group (Lindgren, Rosén)). By sputtering in a hollow

cathode discharge atoms of refractory elements can be efficiently

produced. In such a discharge, ions are also effectively formed.

We have performed Doppler-free measurements of hfs and isotope

shifts in Ne, Mo and V. In particular, we have lntercompared the

merits of five Doppler-free techniques relying on saturation

phenomena: conventional saturated-absorption spectroscopy, pola-

rization spectroscopy, intermodulated fluorescence spectroscopy,

intermodulated optogalvanic spectroscopy and polarization inter-

modulated excitation spectroscopy (POLINEX) using galvanic detec-

tion. This is probably the mo3t extensive evaluation performed by

any group in the high-resolution field. The work is presented in
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the papers A20-A22. Isotopic shif-s were measured for several Ne

lines (A20). High resolution measurements were performed for the

4d5 5s 5 S 2 - 4d
55p 5p3,2,1 lines in molybdenum (A21). Further, the

hyperfine structure of six fine-structure levels in the Sd^Mp ^F

term in ^'V was studied ("22). The drastic improvement that can

be obtained in saturated- absorption spectroscopy by modulating

the pump beam at a high frequency was clearly demonstrated and

this technique here becomes as powerful as polarization spectro-

scopy, that is mucn superior at low modulation frequencies.

Because of the strong interaction with the 3d3i<sUp °F term with

three open subshells an analysis in terms of radial parameters in

an effective-operator approach was not attempted at the present

t ime.

We have also tested still another detection technique; rf opto-

galvanic detection in a diploma paper (E1). In connection with

this work it was discovered that the frequency change of the

driving oscillator :an be used for the detection instead of the

amplitude change. This phenomenon is now being more closely

investigated. Our high-resolution discharge work has been presen-

ted at two conferences (D12,D13) -

Until very recently our laser spectroscopy work has been limited

to atoms, but now we have started a program on the study of

singly ionized atoms. Ions are formed in the discharges that we

run in atomic beams for producing metastable atoms and occasio-

nally we have observed iser-induced fluorescence from ions

formed in the discharge. We have recently formed ions on purpose

by using a hollow-cathode discharge, connected by a small hole to

a high-vacuum chamber. Ions are then leaked out as a beam into

the vacuum and can be investigated in a non-collision environ-

ment. The technique is particularly valuable in connection with

ion formation from refractory elements. Recently, lifetime measu-

rements for Mo+ and Ta+ have been performed using a pulsed hol-

low-cathode discharge operated in synchronism" with a pulsed

frequency doubled laser (A23, D13)- Lifetimes of ionic species

are of great interest because of the prominence of ionic Iine3 in

star spectra. Work of this type is being performed by rather few

groups so far, notably in Berlin (P. Zimmerman) and Canberra

(Hannaford).
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Studies of Light Non-Metallic Atoms

Light atoms are of particular theoretical interest since detailed calculations can be

performed. The resonance lines are usually in the VUV region which complicates

investigations using laser spectroscopic techniques. The large energy-gap between

the ground states and the lowest excited states of the same parity can, however,

be bridged in a two-photon excitation using two UV-photons. Using frequency

doubling and mixing of light pulses from a Nd YAG laser system UV pulse powers

in the mJ-range are produced. For the production of free atoms microwaves and

DC discharges in different molecular gases have been tested. Photo-dissociation

seems, however, to be a more efficient method. In experiments on oxygen (A24,D14)

the atoms were produced from NO2 by light of the same wavelength as needed for

the two-photon excitation. In this way three photons from a UV-laser beam starting

from a molecular gas creates an excited state in the free atom. This state then

serve as a platform for further excitation and using a visible dye-laser in a second

step a large number of states can be investigated. The same scheme can be used

for other light atoms such as H, C, N, P, S and C.l with a proper choice of

molecular gas. In our first experiments radiative lifetimes in

some excited oxygen states were measured. We consider this work

as a break-through in an experimentally very difficult field of

laser spectroscopy and we anticipate a rapid development of the

field, where we are presently the only group to our knowledge.

Work with supersonic beams emerging from a pulsed nozzle into

high vacuum is presently being pursued.

Technical Developments

In connection with our Basic Laser Spectroscopy program,

several technical developments have been performed, mainly

as diploma projects. A digital wavelength meter» based on

the concepts given by Hall and Lee [Appl. Phys. Lett. 29,

367 (1976)] has been constructed for the accurate setting

of CW single-mode lasers L'E9 1. The system, basically a

double Michelson interferometer with fringe counting, has

a 7 digit accuracy achieved using PLL fringe multiplica-

tion and a thermally stabilized He - Ne reference laser.

The accuracy is being further improved by the incorpora-

tion of an actively stabilized He - Ne laser employing Zee-
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man modulation (E3). In connection with the latter work a sta-

bilized transfer system was built allowing the stabilization of

a dye laser to an arbitrary frequency with the He-Ne laser pre-

cision.

For accurate monitoring of single-mode laser sweeps, two cero-

dur- stabilized multi-pass Fabry-Perot interferometers with a

free-spectral-range of 50 MHz have been constructed. Active amp-

litude stabilization of CW dye lasers has been achieved with a

servo-controlled Pochels cell ("noise eater", E4). For retro-

reflection isolation in Doppler-free two-photon experiment a tuna-

ble Faraday rotator employing permanent magnets has been construc-

ted. Signal averaging of multiple single-mode laser sweeps has

also been developed together with computer software for auto-

matic peak evaluation.

A digital wavelength meter useful a*so for pulsed lasers

is presently being finished (E5,E6). The system is based on

a polychromator and three fixed Fabry-Pérot etalons, from

which the optical signals are read off by 4 linear array

detectors. The readings, multiplexed in the system computer,

are used for calculating the wavelength of the incoming

light. A video terminal displays the result and can also

be used for monitoring fringe quality etc.

A gas-flow system for work with light non-metallic atoms has

been constructed (E7) and work with pulsed supersonic gas jets

is in progress.

A commercial intracavity frequency doubling system will be instal-

led in our ring dye laser shortly. A mode-locker and a cavity

dumper are under delivery for enabling us to work with picosecond

pulses. An auto-correlator system for characterization of the

short pulses has been construced in a diploma project (E8). A

tracking frequency-doubling system for pulsed lasers has also

been produced in another diploma study.

General References

Two PhD theses have been presented as a result of the spectrosco-

pic work. The thesis by H. Lundberg (B4) was largely based on work at

CTH, while the one of by G. Jönsson entirely consisted of LTH work

(B5).

The atomic physics group at LTH participated in the arrangement of

the 8 International Conference on Atomic Physics in 1982 at CTH

with I. Lindgren as chairman and S. Svanberg as vice chairman.

The conference proceeding , Atomic Physics 8, was edited at LTH
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(B6) as was the organization and printing of the Abstracts Book (B7)

Our group has been asked to organize the next International Confe-

rence on Laser Spectroscopy (1987) in Sweden.

The book on Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy that forms the lite-

rature for the corresponding courses at LTH and CTH (UU) has been

reworked and extended (B8). An extended English version has been

written for Springer Series in Optical Sciences. The manuscript

is now being prepared for publication (B9). Some general papers on

atomic physics and spectroscopy has also been published (B10-B12).

Work performed by group members at other laboratories is briefly

discussed elsewere in this Report. The resulting papers are given

as "C" references.
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4. Planned Research 1985-88

By July 1 1985 our research group enters the last year of our

presently running 3-year grant from the NFR. Thus, a new 3-year

application will be submitted in January 1986. Clearly, the plans

presented here will largely reflect the contents of the coming

application, we plan to continue research in the four fields cf

laser spectroscopy in which we are presently active and in addi-

tion, some new lines will be taken up. An increasing experimen-

tal/theory integration will be pursued, and a good basis for achie-

ving this goal is now established.

We will first present the scientific problems that we are going

to attack and at the end we will discuss techniques development

that we are going to perform to augment our spectroscopic arse-

nal to match some of the new experiments.

Group IIIA Atoms

Presently our group is probably the one that is best established

what regards the study of lifetimes and hyperfine structures of

Group IIIA elements and clearly, we will try to remain at the lead

of this field, in which experiments and theory have good prospects

to fluorish together. Our experiments have shown rather strong
2

non-alkali features for the lowest P-states and more "normal" be-

havior for higher F-states and all S states. On the other hand,

early level-crossing measurements by P. Zimmermann around 1970 re-
2

veal strong effects of configuration interaction in the lowest D

states (inversions; hfs increasing with n etc). We have already

made extensive lifetime measurements in the D sequences of Al and

In which indicate strong perturbations. We now plan to make hfs
2

measurements in D sequences of Al, Ga and In using quantum-beat-

and pulsed optical double resonance spectroscopy. Long sequences

of levels are reached by frequency-doubled pulsed dye laser light.

Sometimes additional stimulated anti-Stokes Raman shifting in H 2

is needed as already used in our Al'lifetime measurements. Apart
2

from hfs measurements, the so far unknown lifetimes in the Ga D

states will be measured. Our local theoretician, C.-G. Wahlström,

will perform calculations for this sequence in connection with

the visit by Mrs Froese Fischer to Lund this summer. For MBPT cal-
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2
culations of D state hfsiprogram development will be performed.

Very interesting results can be expected for these perturbed se-

quences.

2
Nothing is known about F states of Group IIIA atoms. Are they

2 2

perturbed like the D states or unperturbed like the P states?

F states can be reached by cascade excitation from highly exci-

ed D states and can be detected by observing the red and near IR
2

fluorescence in the decay to the lowest D state. We have used

a similar scheme for alkali-atom F-states. The F-state hfs can

then be measured by pulsed ODR. F-states can also be studied by

counter-propagating-beam two-step-excitation spectroscopy with

single-mode lasers. With our intracavity frequency doubling system

that will be operational in June 1985y the 3d, 4d and 5d states of

Al, Ga and In, respectively, can be reached from the ground confi-

guration. A further red single-mode laser induces the d-f tran-

sition. The Doppler-free resonances can be detected background-

free by observing UV photons from the cascade-excited D states.

Pulse modulation also allows lifetime measurements.

A particular challenge is offered by the lightest Group IIIA ele-

ment, boron. Very accurate calculations are possible for this atom.

However, the experimental difficulties are substantial. Since bo-

ron has a very high evaporation" temperature (^OOO K), sputtering

in a hollow-cathode discharge seems to be the most practical app-
2

roach. P states are then reachable in step-wise excitations via
2 2 — 1 2 2

the 2s 3s S state at 40.000 cm . S and D states are also direct-

ly accessible using VUV laser light. As will be mentioned below,

we plan to develop such techniques. We hope to be able to perform

lifetime and hfs measurements (QBS) for the particularly interes-

ting boron atom, that has so far not been studied by laser spect-

roscopy.

Alkaline Earth Atoms

As we have mentioned in the results presentation the Group II ele-

ments have been studied extensively,by many groups. Our group has

focussed its activities on time-resolved spectroscopy, a field in

which fewer grcups have had the possiblility to work because of

the more stringent requirements on a collision-free environment.

We will continue our work in this field attacking a few problems
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that we feel are interesting. The first one concerns the hfs of
25 1
Mg D_ states. In our lifetime measurements (A16) we have demonst-

2 1

rated the strong influence of the 3p D_ state on the lower levels.

It would be very interesting to probe the admixture by using the

hfs as has previously been done for other alkaline earths by the

Berlin group. However, because of wavelength considerations, their

experimental approch is not applicable. On the other hand, QBS or

pulsed ODR should yield results. We have already performed initial

test of this type of experiment. The Mg hfs is (apart form the one

of Be) probably the most interesting one to study, since the most

accurate calculations can be performed for light atoms.

The very lightest Gr.oup II element, beryllium/has, like boron, its

own experimental problems. These problems are mainly related to

the high toxicity of beryllium preventing the use ot atomic beams

in systems that must be available for other future experiments.

One approach is to use a disposable heat-pipe oven as has been

employed in pulsed experiments by the Berlin group (Beigang).

With our new UV CW possibilities we should be able to perform

Doppler-free two-photon absorption measurements on at least the

2s3d D_ and the 2s3-5s SQ states, optically observing the decay

to the 2s2p P. state without any scattered laser-light background.

Such experiments on these most low-lying S and D states yielding
g

the hfs interaction constants for Be (100%) should be very rewar-

ding from a theoretical point of view.

Above we have described how the admixture of shortlived doubly

excited states can result in drastic changes in the resulting

lifetime. Using the Stark interaction it is possible to in a cont-

rolled way admix states of opposite parity. If then the state that

is mixing in has a comparatively short lifetime, the measured

lifetime of the Stark-shifted state would directly reflect the

value of the corresponding dipole matrix element. As we have re-

ported/ Stark-effect measurements have been performed in Lund and

was performed extensively by the group at CTH before 1980. We

plan to study the state mixing both by observing level shifts and

changes in measured lifetimes. Suitable candidates for this type

of experiments are Al P-states and Ba D_ states.

Theoretical predictions state that lifetimes of high-1 states

should scale with n5 rather than with n . A further possible pro-

ject concerning lifetime measurements would be to experimentally
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demonstrate the phenomenon. For such a purpose the Ba F or H

sequences seem suitable.

In the result section we have described our recent measurements

of isotopic dependent lifetimes reflecting the degree of sing-

let-triplet mixing (D7 ).These experiments were proposed in our

previous grant application together with a further new technique

for studies of hyperfine-induced singlet-triplet mixing. So far

we have not had the opportunity to exploit this latter technique

but now we come back to it. The method is applicable to the study

of S. and Sn mixing, and provides a very strong and direct mani
1 3

festation of the mixing. The 6sns S. and S1 sequences of Ba pro

vide a suitable proving ground. Primarily, the magnetic-field

splitting of a SQ state is very small and entirely due to the

nuclear magnetism (E = PQQJ Bm ). Through the couplingthe level

with F=I of the corresponding S.. state with a large electronic

Zeeman effect will however mix in and drastically increase the

observed Zeeman effect. A measurement of the g factor will then

give direct information on the wavefunction mixing coefficient Q :

<|/(1S0) = /i-S* <M
1SQ F=I) + 3>K

3S1 F=I)

g'(1S0 B,mp) = (1-(3(B,mF)
?)'(-g^) + p , ^ ) 2 . g F (

3 S r F-I)

The mixing coefficient/3 is obtained by extrapolating the field-

dependent (!>-coefficient to field zero. Since the particular elect-

ronic gF~factor for the spin-3/2 barium isotopes is 8/15 as com-

pared to the about 1000 times smaller nuclear g-factor, a very

high sensitivity even to small admixtures is obtained (electronic

Zeeman-effect amplification). We are planning to perform this

type of measurements using Zeeman quantum beat or pulsed double

resonance techniques.

Spectroscopy of Discharge-Produced Ions and Atoms

We intend to intensify our research activities on ions. Ionic

radiative lifetimes are of great interest for astro- and plasma

physics. From a theoretical point of view ionic properties fre-

quently become more simplified because of the greater dominance

of the Coulomb attractive force due to the excess charge. For the

same reason all spectral lines are however shifted to shorter
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wavelengths which has been a major obstacle to laser spectroscopy.

Generally, high-resolution work on ions has been limited to lines

that happen to be in the available wavelength region. Also pulsed

work is limited by the frequency-doubling cut-off at 217 nm. The

other problem with ionic lifetime measurements is that the lifetimes

are generally very short (shorter than the typical laser pulse

length; 3-15 ns) . However, many of our planned technique develop-

ment activities (see below) are directed towards the generation

of short wavelenghts and short pulses and we should come into a

favourable position for ionic measurements, both of lifetimes and

hyperfine structure (UV single-mode spectroscopy or high-frequen-

cy quantum beats). If a hollow-cathode sputtering source is used

a particularly favourable group -Sor ionic and atomic measurements

are the refractory elements that become available at no extra diffi-

culty. Lifetime and QBS measurements can preferably be made on a

pulsed source ejecting ions into a vacuum, whereas CW hfs work is

best performed in a CW discharge of the type that we have used

for Mo and V (A21,A22). Clearly, further work on the neutral refrac-

tory elements and the inert gases is also of considerable interest,

particularly, since we have now very nicely working techniques avail-

able for such purposes (see vanadium paper). A very fundamental

experiment on Be could be performed on a hollow-cathode discharge
2 2

investigating the 2s S, ,, 2p P 1 / 2 transition at 313 nm. Such

an experiment would yield the so far unknown hyperfine constant

for the P-i/o state. As we will discuss below many interesting

possibilities for discharge spectroscopy also exist for Cu, Ag and

Au.

With the additional spectral region 270-400 nm available from

our single-mode ring laser, experiments of fast ion beams using

eg longitudinal kinematic velocity compression become more attrac-

tive than earlier. Renewed discussions with Prof. Indrek Martins-

son's group concerning a possible joint project with a small ion

accelerator placed next to our laser laboratories are now being

held. It is clear, that the Lund Pelletron accelerator is not

suited for such experiments.

Light Non-metallic Atoms

The light non-metallic atom such as H, He, C, N, P, S and Cl have,

apart from H and He, been very little studied by laser techniques.
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One reason is that they are normally molecular gasesJ another and

more serious reason is that the resonance line for a possible step-

wise excitation occurs in the VUV region, in which laser sources

are not readily available. Recentlyiwe have reported our first

successful measurements of lifetimes in high-lying S and D states

in neutral oxygen (A24,D14). Laser dissociation of molecules, UV

two-photon excitation of a platform state and an additional visi-

ble laser step is a general scheme that should allow extensive

studies of the light elements as illustrated in the table below,

TABLE

Excitation wavelengths and some readily accessible singly excited configurations for

six elements particularly suitable for this technique. "X^ denotes the wavelength for

two-photon absorption from the ground state to the lowest excited state of the

same parity, multiplicity and orbital angular momentum. ^2 denotes the wavelength

needed in the second step to reach the ionization limit from the intermediate state

populated in the two-photon excitation, n^nj) denotes the principal quantum

number for the lowest excited s(d) state that can be reached from the inter-

mediate state with <700 nm.

emeni

C

N

O

P

5

Cl

: \ (nm)

280

207

226

229

308

234

Intermediate state

2p3p 3P

2p23p *S

2p33p 3P

3p2fp *S

3p34p 3 P

3pHp 2P

A2(nm)

512

486

472

563

536

5i\

n2/nd

6/5 :

6/5

6/5

8/6

7/6

7/6

Since high-power lasers are required, high-resolution studies with

this technique are not easy. Thus,lifetime measurements and Zeeman

quantum beat experiments yielding g factors are the most simple

ones, particularly considering that odd isotopes with hfs have for

many of these elements low abundances (13C 1.1%,15N 0.4%, 17O 0.04%)

We are presently improving our experimental techniques by using a

pulsed supersonic gas nozzle, that greatly increases the number of
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available atoms without a eorresponding pressure increase. We are

planning to pursue experiments of this kind extensively, since the

field is essentially virgin land; although these light atoms are

among the most interesting ones from a theoretical point of wiew.

With few electrons involved precision methods become more managable.

There might be a further possibility to do very interesting spect-

roscopy on this class of atoms. In discussions of our experiments

with Prof. A.L. Schawlow he suggested, focusing in the convenient

visible wavelengths in the last step, that intermodulated rf opto-

galvanic spectroscopy with CW lasers might be feasible. Such an

approach, or one relying on a straight dc discharge (Wood discharge),

has, if yielding observable signals, several attractive features.

The molecules would be broken up into atoms by the discharge and

a certain polulation would build up on the"platform" level. Con-

sidering that this level is frequently rather short-lived it is

important to note, that the oscillator strengths of the visible

transitions are high, making it possible to use loosely focused

beams to ensure good discharge filling factor while still main-

taining substantial saturation. The use of a platform state, that

is directly connected to the ground state might be attractive/

because of the substantial radiation trapping that can occur in

such transitions, effectively increasing the level population.

Still better; of course,would be to start from possible metastable

states. A further attractive feature is that rare enriched isotopes

would only be needed in small amounts when working with a sealed-

off discarge vessel. This approach, if working, would yield hfs

and isotopic shifts but not lifetimes and g_ factors because of the

discharge conditions. Thus, the two approaches would be complemen-

tary rather than competing. Clearly, we intend to carefully investi-

gate all possibilities to open up this interesting group of atoms

to general laser spectroscopy.

Spectroscopy of "Precious Metals", Group IB

Cu, Ag and Au have spectra with resemblances to those of the alkali

atoms, but with complications due to the presence of inner sub-

shells that easily break up. Very little precision spectroscopy has

been performed on these atoms. A few low-lying states were studied

in early level-crossing experiments. Laser spectroscopy has been

applied to an extremely limited number of states. It seems like we
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would now be in a very good position to start extensive work in

these atoms continuing our traditions from the alkali atoms and

the Group IIIA elements. These atoms are well suited for particular-

ly lifetime-and hfs studies, since they have odd and few isotopes

only. A common spectroscopic feature is the presence of
2

metastable ^if2 5/2 s t a t e s' that can be effectively populated

in a hollow-cathode discharge (see above). Such discharges burn

particularly well and with a high sputtering yield for these ele-

ments.

The problem for high-resolution laser spectroscopy of these atoms

so far has been that basically UV wavelengths are needed. With our

new UV CW source we will be able to run saturation spectroscopy

techniques in investigations of many P and F states of opposite

parity that are reached at excitation wavelengths in the 270-330

nm region. With pulsed step-wise excitations the possibilities are
2

even greater. With a frequency-doubled laser the first P states
2

are easily populated and in a second excitation step numerous S
2

and D states are reached, employing directly-generated or frequen-

cy-doubled laser wavelengths. Thus, hfs measurements of the same

kind as for Al and ' Ga are easily performed for ' Cu
1D7 1flQ 1 Q7

(69%,31%), l u / / l u yAg (51%,49%) and l3/Au(100%) using the zero

field quantum-beat technique.

Techniques Development

In this section we will describe our plans for developments of tech-

niques £hat are necessary for making some of the experiments dis-

cussed above possible.

frvtra-cayity_CW ̂a^er frequency^ doubling. - A commercial outfit

will be installed shortly in our ring dye laser allowing additio-

nal coverage of the 270-400nm region with powers in the mW range.

Pu^sed_ampl^f_icati.on of_CW narrowband_lase_r_rad_iajtion_i - The

well-controlled visible radiation from a single-mode dye laser is

passed through one or several travelling-wave pulsed amplifier

stages that are pumped by a pulsed laser. With a Nd:YAG pump very

high-power pulses are obtained at 10 Hz. The bandwidth of the laser

is increased from 1 MHz to 50-100 MHz because of the Fourier broa-

dening due to the short pump pulses. The high-power pulses are

efficiently frequency doubled to narrow-band UV radiation that

is tunable down to the cut-off wavelength at 217 nm. In order to

decrease the Fourier broadening a high-energy flashlamp-pumped
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amplifier stage can be used at a pumping time of about 1 ps.

Then moderately high power and a narrow linewidth are simulta-

neously achieved enabling many types of new experiments.

Gener_at:ion_oJ[ VUV £adiat^on - For studies of ions, light ele-

ments and inert gases intense VUV laser radiation is of great

interest. Generation schemes are generally based on Nd:YAG or

excimer laser technology and non-linear optical effects are

utilized. Frequency mixing (third harmonic generation and

four-wave mixing) can be accomplished in inert gases such as

Xe or Kr. The use of a supersonic jet expanding into a vacuum

is particularly attractive and simple. In heat-pipe ovens a

resonant enhancement close to single- or two-photon transitions

in metal vapours can be obtained. An inert gas is added for ad-

justing the index of refraction in order to achieve phase-match-

ing. Tunable narrowband radiation can be generated in this way

using a strongly pumped frequency-doubled dye laser for which

two UV photons (̂ TTTT) I one primary visible photon (to ) and some-

times one IR (pumplaser) photon (OLL-TJ are mixed to cover the

wavelength region 110 - 210 nm in processes of the type 2u2jv
±u* t

2UJ ±u?±ulR. Direct generation of the fifth overtone in inert

gases can also be used. We have recently engaged diploma workers

for these developments. A research project on VUV generation and

studies of such radiation has been proposed jointly to the NFR

and the Swedish Board for Technical Developments (STUF). The pro-

ject involves the construction of a photoionization-pumped laser

and the investigation of various non-linear processes as discussed

above.

Pul:sed_O£ti:cal_double resonance technic[ues_ - Rf spectroscopy is

a Dopplerfree technique that can be used for precision measurements

of energy-level splittings, also larger ones than those accessible

by QBS. Further, in contrast to QBS and LC, ODR can be used tc ob-

serve structures in states that are populated in cascade decays.

In our tradition we have extensive experience in ODR with CW exci-

tation. However, pulsed excitation should work equally well if

gated integrators are used and the rf field is on every second

pulse. Possibilities to increase the spectral resolution beyond

the Heisenberg limit also exist if the observation is limited to

"old" atoms. Such experiments, but employing LC spectroscopy/ have

been performed by Walther and others. Pulsed excitation in connec-
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tion with LC or ODR spectroscopy provides a very much increased

wavelength range as compared with CW excitation.

Pi_cosecond_laser p_ulse_generation - A mode-locker for an Ar

laser and a cavity dumper for a synchronously pumped dye laser

will be installed shortly. An autocorrelator has been built as

a diploma project. Thus we will be able to generate very short

laser pulses allowing short lifetimes and fast quantum beats to

be measured.

Clearly/ a fast excitation source must be matched by a fast detec-

tion system. Itie delaved-c o incidence method . f which we have used

extensively , is a comparable simple and fast technique relying

om moderate transit times in the photomultiplier tube and the

use of constant fraction discriminators. A fast transient digi-

tizer combined with a fast micröchannel-plate detector gives

an even more attractive approach.

Pico£econd_laser_pul£e_ampl:ifi£a_tion - In order to achieve

higher pulse energies, individual picosecond pulses can be amp-

lified in a chain of travelling wave amplifiers, pumped by eg a

Nd:YAG laser. Such pulses can then be efficiently frequency doub-

led or even mixed, eg by 1.06 pm radiation, to achieve short wave-

lengths (> 220 nm) as done for longer pulses, eg in our oxygen

measurements (A24)Such short-wavelength pulses of short duration

would be very valuable for time-resolved measurements on ions.

New 2ene£a^-purpose atonuc_b£am machine - So far we have only

had one advanced atomic beam apparatus at our disposal, supple-

mented by a simple set-up of limited applicability. This has been

a major bottle-neck in our work. Presently, a newly constructed

machine with two separate oven chambers easily separable from

the main interaction-chamber vacuum is being finished. Helmholtz

coils around the main chamber provide an external magnetic field.

One oven can be loaded while the other one is in operation, limi-

ting waiting times and optimum use of timeconsuming laser adjust-

ments by allowing different elements to be run sequentially for

a given wavelength region. Laser beams can be irradiated at diffe

rent positions along the atomic beam and an rf field can be gene-

rated for ODR and LIRF experiments.
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5. Required Research Resources

On our present NFR grant one research assistant's position is

included. It is necessary to have such a position coupled to

our rather extensive and diversified atomic laser spectroscopy

program. The importance we attatch to this particular point is

best illustrated by our choice in defining the program for the

recent docent position that our division was awarded: Any field

within our rather extensive research program could have been

chosen, but in order to keep the basic laser spectroscopy prog-

ram as strong as possible the field now under evaluation was

chosen. Positions for our applied program are accessible at much

greater ease. Dr Hans Lundberg, the former keeper of the NFR po-

sition on this grant; was awarded the docentship in competition

with other basic laser spectroscopy researchers. As we have poin-

ted out above, this does not mean that the NFR position is not

needed; on the contrary, we deliberately have chosen to strengthen

our basic program in this way to provide the necessary match to

our rapidly growing applied laser spectroscopy program. The one

NFR experimental laser spectroscopy position we would like to

share between Dr Göran Jönsson, who has just returned back from

Berlin after a research stay in Prof. E. Matthias group, and Civ.

ing. Stefan Kröll, who is just finishing his PhD program. Both

persons are researchers of remarkable ability and of outmost im-

portance to our program. Additional funding for providing them

with full positions can be obtained from other sour-es (teaching

and STU).

In the previous evaluation the need for a stronger theoretical

program in Lund was pointed out. In order to provide our group

with local theoretical expertise, a new student, FK Claes-Göran

Wahlström, was started in a theoretical program benefitting from

a close cooperation with Prof. Ingvar Lindgren at CTH. In addi-

tion to managing MBPT, which is a Göteborg speciality, Wahlström

has also very quickly learned to master the Cowan and Froese Fis-

her codes as well as to handle MQDT- problems. He performs energy

level-, hfs and lifetime calculations. Wahlström has already made

very important contributions to the atomic spectroscopy program

directed by Doc. Willy Persson and to the laser spectrosccpy prog-

ram as is be.Tt illustrated by Refs.A8 and D7 . Since Wahlström
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has an unusual theoretical ability and works in closest integ-

ration with both the term analysis and the laser spectroscopy

program we consider him as indispensible. Thus, we will in Janu-

ary 1986 jointly with Doc Willy Persson and Prof. Indrek Martins-

son submit a grant application to the NFR for a position for Wahl-

ström, securing a healthy experiment/theory integration in Lund

also after his dissertation, which will occur in about one year.

It should be noted, that Wahlström easily could get a position

performing calculations within our well-funded combustion diagnos-

tics program. Such a change of field, in which all the built-up

atomic-theory expertise would be lost can only be handled through

an adequate funding from the NFR.

Our estimated need for funds for equipment, running costs and

conference travelling is 400.000 SEK/year. Equipment includes

ion-laser replacement tubes (200.000 SEK each), dye laser mirror

sets, a flashlamp-pumped dye amplifier and vacuum components for

our new atomic-beam apparatus.

From the funds for expensive equipment (FRN) we are going to apply

for two units:

Fast transient digitizer, Tectronix 7912 AD 400.000 SEK

Nd:YAG pump laser, Quanta-Ray DCR-2 800.000 SEK

As usual we intend to motivate these units jointly with several

of the applied projects since a joint and maximal utilization of

expensive equipment must be very desirable. Then the application

is treated by NFR, STU (Swedish Board for Technical Dev.) and

DFR (Swedish Board for Space Activities), each making their prio-

rity list. FRN will then make its decision based on these priori-

ties. Lately a tendency of low NFR priority has been noted, pro-

bably with reference to our considerable applied program. STU and

DFR normally give high priority to our proposals. A fear exists,

that the motivation frcm our basic atomic physics- program, that very

badly needs the equipment, might be a cause of not getting it at all!

Since an efficient utilization in many project must be preferable

to a less efficient one we still believe that our basic atomic

laser spectroscopy program (now to be evaluated!) should add merit

to our applications for expensive equipment!

We feel, that the presence of a strong and comparatively well fun-

ded applied program motivates a corresponding strong support of

a basic research program, if it is found worth supporting. Other-
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wise a gross assymmetry in the whole program is obtained, which

might result in a gradual and finally total movement to the applied

side. These points are brought forward out of concern and are sub-

mitted to the committee for consideration.

6. Requirements for Computing Facilities

Our group has played an active part in ensuring an adequate

upgrading of the Physics Department ND computer system. When

the upgrading has been performed the system will be adequate

for our needs during the coming 3 years. However, the running

of the system requires substantial resources to cover a service

agreement and the salary for a system person. We estimate that

the running costs for the calculations performed in connection

with the laser spectroscopy work will be about 50 kSEK/year.

7. Utilization of Major Research Facilities

Our group has no plans to utilize any national or international

major machines. Some activities at the MAX synchrotron light

facility in Lund might develop from our laser VUV program.

8. Other spectroscopic work at the Div, of Atomic Physics

The basic atomic laser spectroscopy program benefits from a

close connection, personnel-wise and equipment-wise, with seve-

ral other spectroscopic projects, and is itself of major impor-

tance to our applied projects. A diagram describing the research

fields of our division, giving the names of the persons involved,

is given presented at the end of this section..

Emission Spectroscopy and Term Analysis - This field, which

has a long tradition in Lund; was the major field of research at

the Division during the directorship of Prof. Lennart Minnhagen.

A very active program is presently carried out by Doc. W. Persson

and coworkers. This research, which is also supported by the NFR,

is being evaluated at the present time as well.

Combustion Diagnostics and Combustion Research - This project

was initiated at CTH in 1978 and was transferred to Lund in 1980.

The research is directed towards the development of advanced diag-

nostic techniques for combustion probing and their application

to studies of ignition, flame propagation, combustion kinetics,

NO and soot formation, and flow- and turbulence. Industrial app-
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]ications including measurements at full-scale power plants are

also pursued. The objectives of the research is to increase the

basic understanding of combustion, resulting in practical steps

to increase efficiency and decrease pollution formation. Laser

spectroscopy methods are primarily used for non-intrusive and

remote measurements on these extremely aggressive media. We use

laser-induced fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy and coherent anti-

Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) as major techniques. Many spectros-

copic developments have been made with imaging single-pulse mea-

surements of species distributions, temperature and flow veloci-

ties using laser-induced fluorescence (single photon-or multi-

photon excitations) as specialities. Advanced single-shot CARS

work is also being performed. Stable molecules such as N 2, 0_,

CO, CH. and C,Hfi are monitored but also radicals such as OH, C_,

CH and CN and free atoms, 0 and H. Clearly, atomic monitoring

is very closely related to the basic atomic laser spectroscopy

program.

The combustion diagnostics program is well funded by STU and the

Swedish Energy Board (STEV) and also has industrial funding (ASEA,

SYDKRAFT). The senior researchers in this field are Dr M. Aldén,

Doc. G. Holmstedt and Adj. prof T. Högberg.(Proj. evaluation in 1982).

The group has proposed the formation of a Center for Combustion

Research at LTH to stimulate project development also at the sec-

tions of Mechanical Engineering and Chemical Engineering and to

faciliate interaction with industry.

Atmospheric Optical Remote Sensing - Work in this field was

initiated at CTH in 1975 and the project was transferred to LTH

in 1980, when an advanced mobile lidar laboratory was just comp-

leted. While continuing research was being performed in our group

at LTH, the mobile laboratory wa- operated by the Swedish Env. Pro-

tection Board (Dr K. Fredriksson) at Studsvik. Since 1982 the re-

sources are again concentrated to our department. A larger mobile

laboratory for field atmospheric monitoring and combustion mea-

surements is now being finished. A roof-top laboratory for atmosp-

heric research is in construction as well as a tower telescope.

The objectives of the program is to develop advanced techniques,

primarily based on laser spectroscopy, for powerful remote measure-

ments of air pollutants especially. Meteorological parameters as

well as atmospheric chemistry are also of interest. We have well

established range-resolved techniques for SO , N0 2 and 0-, using
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differential absorption lidar. Measurements on NO, CH., Cl 2 and Hg

the atmosphere have been demonstrated using more advanced laser

techniques. Laboratory spectroscopy on CO, HF and HCl have also

been performed. A new improved laser scheme, gas correlation lidar,

has been introduced. Absorption measurements using conventional

powerful continuum lightsources in conjunction with fast spectral

scanning to eliminate turbulence effects are also being pursued.

The possibilities to use lidar techniques for measurements of geo-

gas anomalies connected with ore deposits are being considered.

This program is funded by the Swedish Board for Space Activities

(DRF), the Swedish Environmental Protection Board (SNV), the

Institute for Air and Water Pollution Research (IVL) and the Swe-

dish Space Corporation.

The senior researchers in this field are Doc. K. Fredriksson and

FK H. Edner. (Project evaluation by DFR in 1984).

Industrial applications of laser-induced fluorescence - Based

on earlier extensive work regarding water pollution monitoring

by fluorescence techniques a project on industrial surface moni-

toring have now resulted in a prototype, operating with a sealed-

off N_ laser. Applications include surface cleanliness (before

painting) and oil film monitoring (rust protection operations) ,

as well as process steering. Work on sulfooxides of rare earths,

that have sharp fluorescence lines, the relative intensities and

lifetimes of which are strongly temperature dependent, is going

on for remote temperature measurements, eg on moving hot machine

parts. Experiments on remote oil detection are being performed

as part of a dimension study for an airborne fluorosensor for

the Swedish Space Corporation (RB)/Swedish Coast Guard.

Work in this area is sponsoredby STU and RB.

Geophysical spectroscopic applications - In this STU and

Boliden AB sponsored project fluorescence monitoring of certain

minerals, notably scheelite (W) is developed. Further, techniques

for in-situ geogas analysis are investigated in this project, that

is conducted by Doc. W. Persson.

Medical spectroscopic applications - In this project that is

sponsored by the Swedish Cancer Foundation and is run in close co-

operation with several medical departments, tumour detection and

treatment based on the fluorescence- and photochemical properties

of the tumour-seeking agent hematoporphyrine derivative (HPD) is

investigated. Spectroscopic contrast enhancement techniques for
-» r* ̂ * - f \
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9. Project Financing and Personnel 1984/85

The project presently under evaluation is supported with an NFR

grant (3261-119) that for the fiscal year 84/85 amounts to 375.300

SEK (1 research assistant position + 221.500 SEK). This year

230.000 SEK was received from FRN for a tracking frequency doubling/

mixing unit, motivated from most of our projects. Further, this

year 340.000 SEK (+ 290.000 SEK for inflation and devalvation com-

pensation] became available for a modelocker and a cavity dumper

(picosecond generation) on a joint FRN grantwith Prof. S. Forsen,

Dept. of Physical Chemistry, LTH, that was awarded by FRN 4 years

ago (delayed availability). This equipment was also motivated

from the STU-supported combustion diagnostics project.

Below the persons working in the field now under evaluation are

listed.

Group member

Prof. Sune Svanberg

Doc. Hans Lundberg

Dr Göran Jönsson

FK Claes Levinson

Civ ing Stefan Kröll

FK Claes-G. Wahlström

Civ ing Änders Persson

Civ ing Håkan Bergström

Dipl ing Wolf gang Schade

Mr Zhao You Yuan

b .

43

49

49

56

56

56

56

60

Exam.

FD

FD

FD

FK

Cl

FK

Cl

Cl

72

Function, Position, Financing

PrincipaJ. invest ig.

81 Co-investig,

84 ! Post. d o c , i

79 : Grad. student

81 Grad. student

82 ' Grad. student

83 Grad. student

84 Grad. student

Visit ing grad

e.Doc 3y

jun.lect.

, assis t .

, fellowsh.

, fellowsh.

, fellowsh.

, i assist.

. stud.

Visiting scientist, Fudanl

UHÄ

UHÄ/(NFR) ,

UHÄ

UHÄ

UHÄ

UHÄ

UHÄ

UHÄ

U. K i e l

J PRC Gov.

6 diploma students work in the group.

A further Chinese visitor (from Jilin U) is expected shortly.

For a discussionaf'a desirable future personnel situation, see

Section 5.

10. Graduate Student Situation

Two student from the Lund basic laser spectroscopy program have

defended their theses; H. Lundberg (at CTH 02) and G. Jönsson (84).

C. Levinson and S. Kröll will present their dissertations the coming

fall semester. We plan to recruit two or three new graduate students

within the coming year. A great interest exists, eg reflected by

the fact, that 35 students out of~50 have chosen the voluntary
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course on Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy, that the principal

investigator gives following his basic Atomic-Physics course for

all the Engineering Physics Branch Students at LTH. Many of the

students choose to make their diploma project within our group,

and several of the diploma students would like to continue. Pre-

sently, we are in the fortunate situation to be able to select

the best suited ones. The number of graduate students on the pro-

ject is very much determined by the availability of supporting

funds. University fellowships are important for supporting students

on this project, for which external positions are not available

as in our applied program.

During the last few years our division has strongly expanded.

After the summer four newly renovated new laboratories are obtai-

ned, and three further ones in the same building wing are also

renovated. A laser-beam distribution system enabling common lasers

to be utilized in 7 laboratories is being installed. The new large

mobile system ts also hooked up to this system, when it is docked

to the fixed laboratory block. These laboratories are also fiber-

optically connected to our main-corridor laboratories, in which

a large part of the research in this program is carried out. We

will thus have even better possibilities to carry out a dynamic

basic-research program that must be balanced to the applied work.

11. Cooperation With Other Groups

Below the pattern of interaction with other groups is presented.

Emission spectroscopy group, Atomic Physics Div. LTH - General

interaction of mutual benefit. Close coupling on the theoretical

side, on which C G . Wahlström works integrated with the two groups.

Atomic Spectroscopy Group (Prof. I. Martinsson) - Joint Atomic

Physics seminars, close theoretical interaction. A joint project

on laser/fast-ion-beam experiments is being discussed.

Atomic Physics Group,CTH (Prof. I. Lindgren) - Very close inter-

action, particularly on the theoretical side. Experimental inter-

action also is continuing. Since the transfer to Lund, 5 papers

together with CTH group members have been prepared.

Laboratoire Aim§ Cotton - A close interaction with Dr. Mirielle

Aymar in the field of MQDT exists. 2 joint publications.

Atomic Physics Group, FU Berlin (Prof. E. Matthias, Dr. H. Rinne-

b*»rg) - 7 month visit by Dr G. Jönsson. 4 papers on Rydberg
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states written or in preparation.

Bell Laboratories (AT&T), Holmdel - 1 year visit by Doc H.Lund-

berg, working with Dr W. Silvfast on Photoionization-pumped VUV

laser generation. 3 joint publications.

Atomic Physics Group, U. Kiel (Prof. Ritter) - J year visit

to Lund by Dipl. Tng. Wolfgang Schade, studying time-resolved

spectroscopy. 1 publication.

Laser Spectroscopy Group, Stanford University (Profs. A.L. Schawlow,

T.W. Hänsch) - Summer visits by S. Svanberg. 1 joint paper on

3-photon excitation and optical detection of H atoms. (Another

paper on Stark effect i two-photon excitation in 1976). S. Svan-

berg will spend his } year sabbatical (Fall of 1985) as visiting

professor at Stanford in a joint arrangement with Department of

Physics (Prof. A.L. Schawlow) and Department of Applied Physics

(Prof. R.L. Byer).

Jilin University - One year visit by Mr Jiang Zhan Kui to our

group in Lund. 5 publications. A further scientist is expected.

Fudan University (Shanghai) - Ongoing one-year visit by Mr Zhao

You Yuan. So far 1 publication.

Kuweit University - Summer visit by Prof. K. Bhatia. 2 publi-

cations.


